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   Abstract--This paper presents a vector model of magnetization 
based on the 3D Stoner-Wohlfarth elemental operator. To 
account for the magnetic interactions between particles, a 
phenomenological mean-field approximation is employed. The 
paper also illustrates the numerical simulation results of the 
magnetization in 3D. This model will be useful to simulate the 
magnetization process of complicated topology flux 
electromagnetic devices. 
 

Index Terms—Magnetic moment, magnetization, 3D S-W 
elemental operator, mean field, isotropic and anisotropic material.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
lthough a lot of research, both theoretical and 
experimental, has been conducted to explain the 

magnetization process in magnetic materials, it is still not fully 
understood yet. In general, the magnetic field strength is 
vectorial, and the magnetization process in magnetic materials 
has to be considered using vector magnetization. Thus, the 
vector magnetization M of materials must be treated as a 
vector with magnitude and direction. 
   There are at least four approaches to the modeling of vector 
magnetic hysteresis. The first approach is statistically 
analogous to the one dimensional Preisach model [1-8] in 
which the particle interactions are introduced through a 
distribution function. However, it is not particularly useful for 
gaining a physical understanding. In addition, it is criticized on 
the grounds that it fails to properly describe the rotational 
properties of magnetic materials. This is partly because of the 
questionable assumptions used in coupling the vector 
hysteresis components, and the fact that the Preisach model 
does not include reversible magnetization. 
   The second approach is the Stoner-Wohlfarth (S-W) model 
[9-17]. This model can describe both reversible and 
irreversible magnetization processes, and are easier to be 
practiced under rotating fields, for example, it is commonly 
applied to simulation of thin film material and powder 
magnets. Despite the fact that it is inherently a three 
dimensional vector model, not many papers studying the 
behavior of S-W model in three dimensions (3D) have been 
presented in the literature. 
   The third model is the combined model [18-24]. 
Theoretically, this model incorporates the vector elemental 
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operator of the S-W model into the Preisach diagram such that 
the new model has the vector nature of the S-W model while 
retaining the efficiency of the Preisach model. The main 
problem with this model is that the identification of the 
distribution function P(ψ,ξ,α,β) by fitting the model to 
experimental data has not been adequately addressed. In 
addition, the design of the combined model does not address 
the question of what part of the input history leaves its mark 
upon the future output of vector hysteresis, which causes 
difficulties for numerical implementation of the model. 
   The fourth approach is the microscopic model [25-26] in 
which the details of particle interactions are taken into 
account. However, the microscopic computation requires too 
much computing power, and there is still a significant 
discrepancy between the model and experiment. 
   This paper presents a vector model of magnetization based 
on the 3D S-W elemental operator. This model assumes that a 
magnetic material consists of an infinite number of single 
domain acicular particles with uniaxial anisotropy. To account 
for the magnetic interactions between particles, a 
phenomenological mean-field approximation is employed. 
This model provides a compromise between accuracy and 
computational convenience, is useful to simulate the 
magnetization process of complicated topology flux 
electromagnetic devices. 

II. 3D S-W ELEMENTARY OPERATOR 
   Considering a single domain particle in three dimensional 
space, the X axis is chosen as the easy axis of the particle. 
When a magnetic field applied, the magnetic moment ms of the 
particle rotates to the orientation which results in minimum 
energy, as shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig. 1.  Rotation of ms under H in 3D 
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  The total free energy of a single domain with moment ms is 
 

E K( , ) sinθ θ µH m Hs= − •2
0           (1) 

 
   The positions of minimum energy can be found by solving 
the equation 0/),( =∂θθ∂ HE  for ∂ θ ∂θ2 2 0E( , ) /H > . 
It can be shown that there are two energy minima if a small 
field is applied. As the field strength increases, the positions of 
these minima change. Initially, these changes are reversible. 
When the applied field strength exceeds a certain critical value 
Hc, however, one of the energy minima becomes unstable, and 
the magnetic moment of domain jumps to the other minimum, 
which is the global energy minimum. This critical point at 
which the irreversible domain rotation occurs is the point of 
minimum energy for which 0/),( 22 =∂θθ∂ HE , finally we 
have 
 

H H H Hx y z k
2 3 2 3 2 3/ / /( sin cos )+ + =φ φ        (2) 

 
where sk mKH 0/2 µ= , is the crystal anisotropy field, φ is the 
angle between the plane XOZ and the plane XOH that contains 
the magnetic field H and the easy axis of particle, φ varies 
over 360 degree. Equation (2) expresses a 3D S-W elemental 
operator, as illustrated in Fig.2 
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Fig. 2. 3D S-W elemental operator 

 
   For a specified field H(Hx,Hy,Hz), 

)/(tan 1
zy HH−=φ .Thus, the current equilibrium orientation 

of ms can be evaluated by means of the asteroidal rule in the 
plane XOH. The equilibrium direction of ms in space is finally 
determined by m mx s= cosθ , m my s= sin sinθ φ , 

m mz s= sin cosθ φ . 
 

III. MAGNETIZATION WITH MEAN FIELD 
   In the S-W model, the interaction field between the particles 
is ignored. However, for many materials, the interaction effect 
between particles is important and cannot be ignored.  

   The interaction field can be precisely computed by using the 
micro-magnetic models [25-26]. However, this requires huge 
computing power. To achieve a compromise between the 
computational accuracy and speed of the model, Jiles and 
Atherton [27] postulated and used a mean field interaction 
Hm=αM, which expresses a means of approximating the actual 
interactions [14-17]. The mean field is a good choice to 
account for the macroscopic effect of the interaction between 
the S-W particles. Thus, the total effective field is 
 

H H Me a= + α                 (3) 
 
where α is a dimensionless mean field parameter for isotropic 
materials, which theoretically can be identified from 
experimental data [27], He the total effective field and Ha the 
applied external field. 
   Sequentially, the magnetization M for bulk materials is the 
vector sum of contributions of all the constituent particles, and 
can be mathematically expressed as 
 

M H M= +S a( )α               (4) 
 
where S() stands for the S-W model. 
   In numerical implementation, the magnetization is obtained 
by the vector sum of the magnetic moments ms of an assembly 
of Np magnetic particles, as expressed below 
 

M m H Msi= +
=
∑ ( )a
i

N p

α
1

         (5) 

 

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 
   The simulations for the magnetization processes of an 
isotropic magnetic material under both alternating and rotating 
magnetic fields have been carried out. It is implemented by 
numerical algorithm in MATLAB. Fig.3(a) and (b) show the 
reversible and jump processes of the magnetic moment ms of a 
single magnetic particle under alternating and circular rotating 
excitation fields H respectively in space. The stars “*” and 
plus “+” represent the loci ms and H respectively. 
   In another simulation, 1800 S-W pseudo−particles are 
assumed to be uniformly distributed in a plane. The vector 
magnetization M is computed under an alternating field. 
Fig.4(a) illustrates the hysteresis loop of Mh−H, where Mh is 
the component of magnetization aligned with the external 
field. Since the particles are uniformly distributed, all other 
components of M are zero, and the vector magnetization M is 
equal to Mh. This means the alternating field H and 
magnetization M are collinear in the symmetric case. In a 
magnetically anisotropic material, the S-W particles are not 
uniformly distributed, and the magnetization M will not be 
aligned with the applied field H. The position of magnetization 
M is thus determined by both the field strength H and the 
particle distribution function. 
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Fig. 3. ms loci of an S-W single domain particle with (a) alternating H, and 
(b) rotating H 
 
   Similarly, 508 magnetic particles are uniformly distributed in 
three dimensions. The magnetic particles of material are 
homogeneously arranged in the ray cone. Fig.4(b) illustrates 
the loci of the rotating magnetic field strength H and the 
magnetization M of material. A circular rotating field is 
applied on the plane that is inclined 30° from the horizontal 
plane. According to the calculation, the M components 
perpendicular to the circular rotating field plane are cancelled 
due to the uniform distribution of the particles. Thus, the 
magnetic magnetization M is in the same plane with the field 
strength H. The calculation shows that for a normalized field 
H of 0.6, the magnitude of the normalized M is 0.82, and 
which lags the excitation field by about 10°. While in a 
magnetically anisotropic material, the magnetic magnetization 
M is not in the same plane of the rotating field strength H. As 
mentioned above, the position of magnetization M is 
determined by the field strength H and the particle distribution 
function. 
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Fig. 4. (a) hysteresis loop of M−H, and (b) M loci with rotating H 

V. CONCLUSION 
   The vector magnetization of multi-particles under either an 
alternating excitation field or a rotating excitation field is 
evaluated by using the modified S-W model which 
incorporates a mean interaction field into the S-W elemental 
operator. The results show that in an isotropic magnetic 
material the magnetization vector and the magnetic field 
strength vector are collinear for an alternating magnetic field 
excitation. With a circular rotating magnetic field excitation 
the magnetization vector lags the magnetic field for a certain 
angle, and is in the same plane with the field. This model is 
useful to simulate the magnetization process of complicated 
topology flux electromagnetic devices. 
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